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STEP TWO: CONTROL 

G) Please check the correct using voltage before using the product
(2) POWER: turn on and turn off the speaker
@ Put the power cord into this socket
@ Replace a blown fuse
@ MIX OUTPUT: use XLR line to send the copy signal source to the other speaker 
@ MIC INPUT: connect a microphone (do not connect Line Level signal)
(/) INPUT 1 and INPUT 2: adjust the input sensitivity (gain)
@ LINE: connect "Line Level" signals (i.e. from Mixing Desk)

® MP3 and LINE switch: press down is external signal source, press up is USB
signal source 

@) When the input signal begins to overload, CLIP LED is on. 
@ Turn on POWER , POWER LED is on. 
@ When the main input signal begins to overload, CLIP LED is on. 
@) LOW EQUALIZER: reduce or increase bass frequencies +/- 15dB 
@ HIGH EQUALIZER: reduce or increase the treble frequency +/- 15dB 
@) LEVEL: control the MP3 player and the volume of the LINE external signal source 
@ LCD window display: show the status of playing MP3 
@ USB: support standard USB flash drive 
@) USB/BLUETOOTH/FM RADIO mode selector 

® �Repeat 
ALL&STOP PLAY --- It stop playing when all the song is finished 
ALL REPEAT --- It repeat playing when all the song is finished 
FOL REPEAT--- It repeat playing in a single folder 
TUN REPEAT --- Single loop playback 
ALL RANDOM --- All songs played randomly 
FOL RANDOM --- The songs were played randomly in a single folder 

@ � EQ demonstration 
EQ OFF P+B BOOST1 
POPS 
JAZZ 
ROCK 

J+B BOOST1 
R+B BOOST1 
C+B BOOST1 

CLASSIC R&B+B BOOST1 
R&B BASS BOOST2 
BASS BOOST1 

(POPS+BASS BOOST1) 
(JAZZ+BASS BOOST1) 
(ROCK+BASS BOOST1) 
(CLASSIC+BASS BOOST1) 
(R&B+BASS BOOST1) 

@ m Press the button to play last song, hold it on to turn down the volume 
@ m Put the button to play next song, hold it on to turn up the volume 
@ � Press the button to Play/Pause the song 
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